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Abstract. This paper addresses the detection and reporting of abnormal building access with a wireless sensor network. A common oﬃce
room, oﬀering space for two working persons, has been monitored with
ten sensor nodes and a base station. The task of the system is to report
suspicious oﬃce occupation such as oﬃce searching by thieves. On the
other hand, normal oﬃce occupation should not throw alarms. In order
to save energy for communication, the system provides all nodes with
some adaptive short-term memory. Thus, a set of sensor activation patterns can be temporarily learned. The local memory is implemented as
an Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) neural network. Unknown event
patterns detected on sensor node level are reported to the base station,
where the system-wide anomaly detection is performed. The anomaly
detector is lightweight and completely self-learning. The system can be
run autonomously or it could be used as a triggering system to turn
on an additional high-resolution system on demand. Our building monitoring system has proven to work reliably in diﬀerent evaluated scenarios. Communication costs of up to 90% could be saved compared to a
threshold-based approach without local memory.

1

Introduction

Subject of this paper is the detection and reporting of abnormal behavior in
building monitoring. Conventional building monitoring systems address the
problem by deploying video surveillance systems (see Section 2.1). Such systems have a number of drawbacks, though. The system is expensive in terms of
hardware, storage, and communications. In particular if wireless technology is
used, energy for communication becomes a critical issue. Furthermore, collecting multiple video streams imposes high demands on storage, online monitoring
and video analysis. For example, the more video screens a security guard has to
monitor, the higher is the probability that he misses some relevant information.
Finally, a permanently active camera system is unpleasant for the oﬃce staﬀ.
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The envisioned system involves numerous research questions: Is it possible to
develop an energy-eﬃcient reliable building surveillance system? Can the data
volume be reduced while minimizing the probability of losing relevant information? Can privacy of staﬀ be improved? Is the system economic?
Wireless sensor network technology provides means to develop such a system.
Sensor networks are economic due to their lack of wires. Energy-eﬃciency is
achieved by parallelism, distributed computing, and in-network processing. Decisions can be made in the network, decreasing communication load and storage
requirements. Hence, oﬃce occupation can be processed and ﬁltered in the network. Because no pictures are taken, the identity of oﬃce staﬀ can be hidden.
For these reasons, we provide a wireless sensor network for building monitoring.
The system can run standalone or it can be used to trigger a high-resolution
system such as a (wireless) video surveillance system. A hybrid system would
optimize accuracy, while keeping costs low. Unless something critical is detected
by the sensor network, video surveillance is turned oﬀ. During this time, energy
and storage costs are minimal and the identity of the oﬃce staﬀ is concealed.
Tininess, resource constraints, need for long-term operation, and dependency
on batteries impose severe restrictions on wireless sensor networks. Hence, services provided in sensor networks need to be lightweight in terms of memory
and processing power. Communication costs should be low. We satisfy these
requirements by ﬁltering normal (i.e., known) building occupation within the
network. Normal behavior is temporarily learned by short term memory using
an aging mechanism. The memory has been implemented as Adaptive Resonance
Theory (ART) neural network. ART neural networks compress observed event
patterns to a single value representing the ART decision (known | unknown).
Unknown patterns are reported to the base station. At the base station, the reported local decisions are fed to a binary ART neural network that performs the
system-wide anomaly detection. ART neural networks are adaptive and learn
sequentially. They require low storage and communication costs. These features
are advantageous for use together with sensor nodes.
Section 2 discusses related work in monitoring systems, event classiﬁcation
and anomaly detection. Section 3 presents the oﬃce monitoring system, including ART neural networks. Experiment setup and evaluation are described in
Section 4. The paper ends with conclusions and an outlook in Section 5.

2

Related Work

Previous work has covered a wide variety of related topics including visual sensor
networks, classiﬁcation and anomaly detection in wireless sensor networks.
2.1

Visual Sensor Networks

Due to their potential, wireless video surveillance systems have recently gained a
lot of attention in building or structural health monitoring. Much eﬀort has been
put into tailoring video streaming techniques to the requirements of resourceconstraint systems. Eﬃcient video coding [1] and reliable routing [2] have been
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addressed. A dual-camera sensor network was proposed in [3]. A low-resolution
camera is permanently used, whereas a high-resolution camera is only used on
demand. Security and privacy issues have been investigated in [4].
In [5] an event-based triggering system was used for structural health monitoring of bridges. A wireless sensor network is used to control a video camera.
If the wireless sensor network throws an abnormal event, the video camera is
activated and zooms into the area of interest. The application goal of the system resembles our own. However, events are modeled based on thresholds. These
thresholds have to be determined by system experts and work only for the speciﬁc deployment. In contrast, our system determines abnormal behavior in an
unsupervised way. Moreover, the used memory provides pattern recognition.
2.2

Event Classiﬁcation

Event classiﬁcation approaches can mainly be divided into two categories. There
are approaches that classify time-discrete events, while other approaches address
continuous event patterns that evolve over time.
Advanced approaches that classify time-discrete events implement classiﬁcation techniques from statistical and pattern recognition research ﬁelds. A wide
range of statistical classiﬁers such as maximum likelihood (ML) estimators and
support vector machines have been proposed in the SensIt project [6]. Apart
from statistical methods, classiﬁers based on pattern recognition have been proposed. In [7] classiﬁcation rules are learned by simulated annealing. Clustering
and consensus have been used in [8] to learn and classify events in a fence monitoring application. In [9] a self-learning Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) learns
and classiﬁes diﬀerent light sources. Fuzzy ART neural networks have been
used in [10] to compress and classify multiple sensor readings on sensor node
level.
Classifying events that evolve over time is complex. Hence, most proposed
solutions for sensor networks focus on threshold-based systems [11], [12], [13].
[11] proposes a declarative query language to model events and event areas. [12]
proposes a multi-tiered classiﬁer based on decision trees. [13] proposes a hierarchical classiﬁer, where threshold-based decisions are done on diﬀerent layers. All
these approaches require a priori knowledge of the expected events and thresholds. Context-aware and Time Delayed Neural Networks [14] have been used to
classify bird songs. This approach requires periodic learning phases and speciﬁc
neural networks for every kind of bird song. Finally, transferable belief states
and particle ﬁlters have been used in [15]. The approach is similar to Hidden
Markov Models (HMM), only the underlying physical process does not need to
be random. Resource requirements are again high.
All presented approaches require pre-determination of expected events. This
prevents any dynamic intrusion detection. However, in intrusion detection it is
neither possible to determine all normal behavior nor to deﬁne any possible kind
of intrusion in advance. Hence, online learning is required.
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Anomaly Detection

Apart from event classiﬁcation, anomaly detection systems have been proposed.
As long as only distinction of abnormal from normal behavior is required, binary
classiﬁcations are suﬃcient. In [16] spatiotemporal anomalies in gas distributions
in underground coal mines trigger alarms. Bayesian networks are used. Missing
alarms endanger life of miners. Hence, speciﬁc wired and power-supplied sensor
networks are used. Anomaly and intrusion detection has gained much attention
in computer security. Algorithms based on State Vector Machines (SVMs), Fuzzy
Logic Controllers (FLC), Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs), or Instance-based Learning (IBL), have been introduced [17].
Intrusion detection systems (IDS) have been proposed for security in wireless sensor networks [18], [19]. Rule-based voting is applied to prevent network attacks.
[20] proposes an intruder detection system that combines Fuzzy ART mechanisms with Markov chains. Fuzzy ART neural networks are deployed on sensor
nodes to guide a mobile robot. The approach requires a learning phase and loses
learning capability thereafter. This makes any subsequent online adaptation and
learning impossible. In contrast, our approach provides persistent learning based
on short-term memory and is thus very communication and storage eﬃcient.
Finally, anomaly detection in ad-hoc and sensor networks has been addressed
by Artiﬁcial Immune Systems (AIS) [21], [22]. These systems show similar performance to ART neural networks, but are less compact and require more memory.

3

Oﬃce Monitoring

In this section the oﬃce monitoring application is introduced. We have used
sensor nodes for a number of reasons. The system is lightweight, cost-eﬀective,
and easy to deploy. In particular no wires are required. The system conceals the
identity of persons working in the oﬃce. Only sensor activation patterns can be
determined. Thus, the system ensures privacy to the oﬃce staﬀ. A high resolution
system providing more detailed information could optionally be triggered. Thus,
the application of the secondary, high resolution system could be restricted to
periods of abnormal oﬃce occupation.
The deployment of the oﬃce monitoring system is depicted in Figure 1. In the
current deployment the ART based anomaly detection software and the event
detection and tracking functionality of DELTA were implemented. A common ofﬁce room of approximately 26.5 m2 providing two working places was monitored.
The room contains 5 oﬃce cabinets, 4 tables and two ﬁle cabinets. In total, 11
wireless sensor nodes were deployed: 3 nodes measuring Passive Infrared (PIR), 7
nodes measuring vibration and one node acting as gateway (base station). The 3
sensor nodes that measure PIR were placed such that the two working desks and
the oﬃce entrance were monitored. The 7 vibration sensors monitored activation
in the oﬃce cabinets and in the ﬁle cabinets. The sensor nodes do not report
every sensor reading to the base station. This would be too communication intensive. Instead, series of sensor readings, 10 in the current implementation, are
collected and processed on node level. The resulting local pattern classiﬁcations
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Fig. 1. Oﬃce monitoring deployment

(known | unknown) are then sent to the base station, where the system-wide
anomaly detection is performed.
3.1

System Design

Our building monitoring system can be summarized as follows. Series of sensor
readings are periodically collected and processed on node level. In the current
implementation the PIR and vibration sensors are processed every 2 s. Since
series of ten sensor readings are processed, i.e., the monitoring resolution on node
level is 20 s, time vectors x = {x1 , ..., xi ; i = 10} are locally processed by ART
neural networks. As mentioned before, our ART neural networks implement an
adaptive short term memory, which is based on an aging mechanism. The sensor
nodes can store a certain number of prototype time vectors y. Prototypes y that
are not matched by an input x become older. When the memory of the ART
neural network is full, the oldest prototype y is replaced by the current input
vector x. With this mechanism learning can be continuously maintained. If x is
not recognized in the ART memory, i.e., the input pattern is unknown, a 1 is
signaled to the base station. Otherwise, no report is sent. It is not necessary to
report locally known patterns, i.e., to signal a 0, because the base station expects
the presence of a known time vector x if no report has been sent by the according
node. Because each sensor node reports for every monitoring interval whether
it has locally detected an unknown time vector x or not, the base station is
able to perform global decisions based on the collected reports. Since ten sensor
nodes are deployed, the base station processes space vectors of the form z =
{z1 , ..., zj ; j = 10}, where zi ∈ {0, 1} is the output of sensor node i.
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An example may clarify the functionality. We assume, a person is searching
two cabinet drawers that are equipped with vibration sensors 5 and 6. The ﬁrst
drawer is opened, then the second one, before the ﬁrst drawer is closed, again
followed by the second one. This is all done within a monitoring period of 20
s. Hence, time vector x5 containing the sensor readings of sensor node 5 might
look like [0, 24, 12, 0 , 0, 0, 14, 22, 0, 0], while x6 is [0, 0, 0, 33, 0, 0, 0, 0, 41,
13]. Values of 0 mean no activation of the according sensor (PIR or vibration).
Both vectors are locally processed by Fuzzy ART neural networks. We assume
that x5 is recognized by the memory of sensor node 5, while x6 is not recognized by the memory of sensor node 6. Since Fuzzy ART neural networks store
prototypes, this recognition behavior is possible. The other sensor nodes have
not measured activation in the current monitoring period, i.e., they recognize
time vector [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] in their memory. In this example, only
sensor node 6 reports a 1 (unknown time vector). Accordingly, the binary space
vector z processed at the base station is [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0]. The base
station implements a binary ART neural network to process z. The output of
the binary ART at base station is again 1 (unknown), if z is not recognized and 0
otherwise.
ART neural networks are predestinated to meet storage, local pattern recognition, and ﬁltering requirements. The storage costs of an ART neural network
are determined by the size N of the input vector (i.e., of x or z) and the memory
capacity M . M determines how many categories (represented as prototypes) of
input vectors can be stored. Considering M categories and an input size of N ,
the algorithmic complexity of an ART neural network is O(M N ), both in terms
of time and memory [23]. In our implementation we have used the ESB sensor
node platform [24]. The available memory on these nodes for local signal processing is in the order of 300 bytes. Considering the available memory, the input
vector size of 10, and 2 bytes to store ﬂoating points, 10 prototypes are stored in
the memory of our ART neural networks. Finally, traditional ART neural networks return the category number if a category is determined for a given input I
and -1 otherwise. In contrast, our ART-based event detector returns 0 (known)
if I is recognized and 1 (unknown) otherwise. Hence, our ART neural networks
provide the following features:
– ART neural networks are very lightweight.
– Known input vectors are ﬁltered by the ART neural network, which saves
communication costs.
– A data compression of N to 1 is achieved, which reduces data volume.
Next, the theory of ART neural networks and some adaptations to account
for our system requirements are introduced.
3.2

ART Neural Networks

Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) neural networks [25] represent a special
kind of adaptive memory with sequential learning ability. Any present input
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Fig. 2. ART neural network architecture

x = {x1 , ..., xN } is fed into the ART neural network. The present input is classiﬁed in respect to a number of stored prototypes, which represent learned classes
of input patterns x. If the present input can be classiﬁed, the respective prototype is updated. Otherwise, a new prototype is created unless the whole memory
capacity is utilized. ART neural networks have been designed to process binary
input patterns (binary ART) and analog input patterns (Fuzzy ART).
The architecture of any ART neural network is shown in Fig. 2. Any ART
neural network is an unsupervised learning system. It consists of two layers, a
comparison layer F1 with N neurons representing the attributes of a given input
and a recognition layer F2 composed of M neurons representing the prototypes
(categories). The weight matrix Wi,j is the memory of the ART. The sensitivity
ρ controls the recognition behavior of the ART neural network.

ART-based Event Recognition
input: Input vector I;
output: Number representing category j to which I belongs;
begin
Compute similarity sj to each prototype j in F2;
Sort the sj in descending order;
for each sj do
if sj > ρ
Update the weights Wi,j = I · α + Wi,j · (1 − α) ;
return 0;
end
if maximum number of categories is not reached
Commit uncommitted neuron n in F2;
return 1;
else
replace oldest category in F2;
return 1;
end
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The operation of our ART-based event recognizer is described in the pseudocode above. The weight matrix Wi,j is the memory of the ART. First, the similarity sj between every prototype j and the input vector I is determined. The
Euclidean distance is used to determine similarity sj between I and any of the
stored prototypes j. The resulting list of similarities is sorted in descending order. The ordering is necessary, because otherwise a prototype might be chosen
(similarity applies), though a more similar prototype exists. This case could happen if more than one sj exceeds the sensitivity threshold ρ. The resulting list
of similarities is evaluated in respect to ρ. If an appropriate category is found,
the weights of the according prototype are updated and 0 (known) is returned
as classiﬁcation output. If no category could be determined, a 1 is reported
(unknown pattern).
The parameters of the ART neural network are explained in the following. If
sj exceeds sensitivity threshold ρ, I is assigned to category j. A high value for
ρ implies ﬁne-grained memory (many small categories), since the input needs to
match a category exactly. On the other hand, low values mean coarse recognition
(few large categories). A second parameter that has impact on the behavior of
the ART neural network is the learning rate α. If an input I is assigned to a
category j, the stored prototype j is updated according to the weighted sum of I
and j, i.e., Wi,j = I ·α+Wi,j ·(1−α). Hence, the learning rate deﬁnes the weights
α for the input and (1 − α) for the stored prototype. If α is high (e.g., 0.8), I
is weighted 0.8 and the stored prototype j is weighted 0.2. Accordingly, high
learning rates reinforce the impact of the current input. Traditional ART neural
networks return the category number if a category is determined for a given
input I and -1 otherwise. On the other hand, our ART-based event recognizers
return 0 (known) if I is recognized and 1 (unknown) otherwise.
Traditional ART neural networks provide a long-term memory of M categories. When all M categories in F2 are used, the learning capability of the
ART neural network is exhausted. Any new input pattern, even if it occurs frequently, can no longer be learned. Hence, 1 (unknown) would be returned for
every such input pattern. On the other hand, we envision a mechanism that
recognized frequently present input patterns, while sporadic input patterns shall
be classiﬁed as unknown. Therefore, we have changed the common ART neural network design to implement short-term memory that is based on an aging
mechanism (see Section 3). Replacing sporadically matched prototypes is reasonable as frequently matched prototypes (normal input) are hardly aﬀected
by the aging mechanism. With this mechanism detection and learning can be
continuously maintained.
3.3

System-Wide Anomaly Detection

In our basic system implementation, ART neural networks are implemented both
at node level and at the base station. Thresholds are often used in related work.
Therefore, we also evaluated simple threshold-based decisions. In these cases, a 1
(unexpected input vector) is reported if the sum of x exceeds a predeﬁned thresh10
old T, i.e., if i=1 xi > T . Considering x6 = [0, 0, 0, 33, 0, 0, 0, 0, 41, 13] above,
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the sum is 87. Accordingly, if T is smaller than 87, a 1 is reported. Otherwise, no
report is sent (the input is considered as expected or normal). The following four
combinations are possible:
Local
Fuzzy ART
Fuzzy ART
Threshold-based
Threshold-based

System-wide
binary ART
Threshold-based
binary ART
Threshold-based

In the following evaluation the two crossed-out combinations are not considered: feeding local binary output to a threshold-based decider at the base station
is not feasible. An example illustrates the corresponding problem. Consider two
binary input vectors at the base station: z1 = [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] is an
event that should be reported, while z2 = [0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] is an event
that should be ﬁltered. This potential case is
manageable with a thresholdnot
10
based decider at the base station, because i=1 z1,i = 1 (should be signaled),
10
while i=1 z2,i = 3 (should be ﬁltered), which conﬂicts with a threshold-based
decision. Next, we consider a system with threshold-based
decisions on node
10
level and at the base station. It is important that i=1 xi is reported to the
10
base station instead of 1 if i=1 xi > T . Otherwise, the problem could be reduced to the previous one. This completely threshold-based approach cannot be
parameterized such that the resulting anomaly detection system works reliably.
The designs of the remaining two systems are depicted in Figure 3. In every
monitoring period of 20 s, every sensor node j signals a locally unknown event
pattern either if the current time vector xj has not been recognized by the
10
memory of node j (Fuzzy ART, see Figure 3(a)) or if i=1 xi > T (thresholdbased, see Figure 3(b)). Hence, the base station collects and processes space
vectors z = {z1 , ..., zj ; j = 10}, where j represents the ID of the respective sensor

(a) Local Fuzzy ART.

(b) Local thresholds.

Fig. 3. System designs with local event recognition based on Fuzzy ART neural networks or thresholds T
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node and z ∈ {0, 1}. Thus, if an unknown event pattern (signaled as 1) has
been reported by a speciﬁc sensor node j, neuron j in F1 of the binary ART
neural network is activated, i.e., 1 is fed to the corresponding neuron. In Figure
3 this means that 1 is fed to neurons 2, 5 and 10 of the binary ART neural
network. If the base station did not receive a report from a sensor node, the
base station assumes a recognized event pattern at the respective node. Hence,
the corresponding neuron is fed with 0. This mechanism saves a considerable
amount of reporting costs, because sensor nodes do not need to report known
event patterns. The resulting input space vector z in Figure 3 is [0, 1, 0, 0, 1,
0, 0, 0, 0, 1]. In Figure 3 this input vector is not known by the binary ART
memory and a system-wide unknown event is reported, i.e., the output of the
binary ART is 1.
Since single system-wide event reports are not suﬃcient to accurately signal anomalies (oﬃce intrusions), a signiﬁcance test determining accumulations
of system-wide event reports is provided. This test evaluates the frequency of
anomalies over a certain time period.

Significance Test
Significance Θ = 0;
Age of last unknown event event age = 0;
while true
Calculate binary ART ouput ξ ∈ {0, 1};
if ξ == 1
if event age < Tmax age
Θ++;
event age = 0;
else
Θ = 0;
event age = 0;
end
else
event age++;
end
if Θ > Tsignificance
report anomaly;

// unknown event

// known event

The signiﬁcance test is described in the pseudo-code above. The signiﬁcance
test determines an alarm, if in a certain time interval 5 system-wide unknown
events ( Θ > Tsignificance, Tsignificance = 4) have been signaled by the binary ART
neural network. The time diﬀerence between every subsequent pair of events
must be smaller than 80 s (Tmax age = 5, which implies 4 · 20 s).
Since ﬁve system-wide events are required, at maximum 320 s (4 · 80 s) can
elapse until an oﬃce intrusion is reported. On the other hand, the minimum
delay is 80 s if 5 events are subsequently signaled (4 · 20 s). The estimation of
the maximum delay assumes that the oﬃce intrusion triggers unknown events. If
this is (temporarily) not the case, the anomaly detection is delayed or disabled.
The thresholds Tsignificance and Tmax age have been determined in simulations.
Various thresholds have been evaluated. The used values have performed well.
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Anomaly Detection Performance

The last part of this paper addresses the current deployment and its evaluation.
As presented before, 10 sensing nodes have been deployed in an oﬃce oﬀering
two workplaces.
4.1

Oﬃce Occupancy Patterns

All experiments lasted between two and four days. Within these monitoring
periods either normal oﬃce occupation or normal oﬃce occupation extended
with speciﬁc hourly oﬃce access patterns were monitored. The speciﬁc patterns
were either oﬃce searching performed by one person in an empty oﬃce room
or hourly stress situations where multiple oﬃce staﬀ were present, asking each
other to look for missing items. The oﬃce access and occupation patterns are
deﬁned as follows:
– Oﬃce searching: The oﬃce is hourly searched for 2 - 5 minutes. The searching person enters the room and arbitrarily searches all diﬀerent cabinets and
drawers in the oﬃce. To avoid systematic search patterns, the oﬃce searching is performed by diﬀerent persons. This pattern represents illegal access
or abnormal behavior and is assumed to trigger alarms.
– Stress situation: In this oﬃce occupation pattern two to three persons are
present in the oﬃce and are looking for some missing item(s). For example
a document might be requested by an entering person and the two oﬃce
personnel search and provide the requested information. Events of this kind
last between 90 seconds and 3 minutes. This pattern imposes a high stress
level on the system, but should not trigger alarms.
– Normal oﬃce occupation: Here, no restrictions have been deﬁned. The
oﬃce was just monitored for a given amount of time.
As discussed before, the system processes signals (PIR and vibration) in 20
s intervals on node level. Thus, every 20 s, local and global decisions are determined. If nothing happens in the oﬃce or the activation is recognized locally,
no event reports are sent to the base station. Hence, the base station has input
vectors of form [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]. Such input vectors do not produce
events at the base station. On the other hand, if many events occur during a
certain time interval (oﬃce searching), many diﬀerent unknown-event reports
are sent to the base station. The resulting varying input vectors z cannot all
be known at the base station. Hence, the base station signals accumulations of
events which leads to the system-wide alarm (anomaly).
4.2

Computation at Desktop PC

The system based on Fuzzy ART neural networks at the sensor nodes and on a
binary ART neural network at the base station has been implemented and evaluated in the sensor network. On the other hand, determining the set of applicable
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thresholds for the threshold-based local decider requires repeatable experiments.
This cannot be provided by real-world experiments. Therefore, in addition to the
running Fuzzy ART based system, every output of the sensor nodes was collected
at a desktop PC, where the threshold-based anomaly detection system was implemented. Thus, the threshold-based decider could be evaluated and optimized
oﬄine with varying thresholds. To justify this implementation, the Fuzzy ART
neural network based system was re-implemented at the base station, too. The
results computed at the base station and at the desktop PC were equal. Hence,
an oﬄine analysis of the threshold-based decider is justiﬁed.
4.3

Detection Performance of the Anomaly Detectors

We investigated the number of false positives (false alarms) and false negatives
(missing alarms) generated by the local Fuzzy ART and threshold-based (T-based)
anomaly detectors. The threshold-based local anomaly detector has been evaluated
10 with the complete range of applicable thresholds. Reports are generated if
i=1 xi > T . Since analog input time vectors x are processed and single sensor
readings are in a range from 0 to 50, the resulting threshold T could be in the range
from 0 to 500. High values are improbable because too many signals would be ﬁltered. Comparatively low values of 16 and 17 for T have shown good prevention of
false alarms, while no real alarms have been missed. All three oﬃce occupation scenarios were evaluated: normal oﬃce occupation, hourly oﬃce searching and hourly
stress situations. The ﬁrst experiment lasted for 48 hours including two working
days. The two other kinds of experiments lasted for four days. In these four days,
the respective occupation pattern (searching | stress) was performed eight times
in eight hours. Accordingly, the latter two experiments provided 32 speciﬁc oﬃce
occupation patterns (searching | stress) in each case.
Table 1 shows the anomaly detection performance of both anomaly detectors.
The ﬁrst important result is that, apart from one failure of the threshold-based
system with T = 16, no false negatives were observed in all experiments. This
system behavior is very important, because false negatives mean undetected
intrusions. Of course, the presence of false negatives would question any anomaly
detection and alarming system. On the other hand, some false positives, i.e., false
Table 1. False Positives (FP) and False Negatives (FN) of the anomaly detectors
Fuzzy ART T-based 16 T-based 17
FP FN
FP FN FP FN
Normal oﬃce
1
occupancy (48h)
32 hourly oﬃce
searchings (96h)
32 hourly stress
1
situations (96h)
Total (240h)
2

-

1

-

1

-

-

2

1

2

-

-

12

-

9

-

-

15

1

12

-
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alarms, could not be prevented. In particular the hourly stress level experiments
generated false alarms, whereby the threshold-based system performed much
worse. If no false positives can be tolerated, the system could be used to trigger a
secondary high-resolution system (see also Section 3). In such an implementation
the presence of false positives is less severe since only the secondary system is
unnecessarily triggered.
The reporting of false alarms in the hourly stress level experiments is due to
similarity of these experiments and oﬃce searching. The experiments have shown
that Fuzzy ART neural networks are able to recognize and ﬁlter local anomalies,
which leads to the system-wide prevention of false alarms. We conclude this
section by highlighting that the local event recognition feature of the Fuzzy
ART neural networks is in particular beneﬁcial in presence of high stress level
without intrusion. In this case, the system based on Fuzzy ART neural networks
led to 1 false alarm in 32 stress situations, whereas the system based on local
thresholds reported between 9 and 12 false alarms in the same situations. No
false negatives (missing alarms) were encountered by both systems.
4.4

Message Load

Only normal oﬃce occupation was evaluated to assess communication costs.
The other two experiments do not reﬂect normal behavior. In these intrusion or
stress situations artiﬁcial anomalies are generated, which leads to temporarily
increased communication load compared
 to normal daily oﬃce occupation. Signaling every local input vector x with 10
i=1 xi > 0 as event, i.e., threshold-based
local decisions with T = 0, determines maximum possible communication costs.
The costs of the respective anomaly detector have been computed in percentage
of the maximum possible communication costs.
Fuzzy ART T-based 16 T-based 17
Monitoring without
intrusion (48h)

11.9 %

7.0 %

5.9 %

The communication costs of the Fuzzy ART system and the T-based system
are shown in percentage in Table 4.4. The local ﬁltering of the Fuzzy ART neural
networks leads to communication cost savings of up to 90%. Even better results
can be achieved with the threshold-based ﬁltering. However, the T-based system
requires learning and training, i.e., the thresholds need to be determined. In
contrast, Fuzzy ART neural networks are completely self-learning, i.e., only the
memory size and the vigilance factor ρ need to be deﬁned in advance. Furthermore, results in the last section have shown that the Fuzzy ART neural network
approach prevents false alarms in case of stress situations.
Overall, without local ﬁltering 10261 messages were reported to the base station during 48 hours. With the Fuzzy ART system this message load could be
decreased to 1222 messages, which leads in average to 25 messages per hour. Considering the network size of 10 nodes and the faced oﬃce monitoring problem, a
system-wide communication load of 25 messages per hour seems adequate.
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Reporting and Triggering Delay

The reporting and triggering latency introduced by our anomaly detection system is investigated in this section. Section 3.3 has shown that the current implementation introduces a minimum reporting delay of 80 s and a maximum
reporting delay of 320 s.
Table 2. Reporting Latencies [s] until alarm is reported
Fuzzy ART T-based 16 T-based 17
μ
σ
μ
σ
μ
σ
Hourly oﬃce
148
searching (32h)

44

146

38

150

52

The eﬀectively measured average reporting delays μ and their standard deviations σ are listed in Table 2. There is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the
diﬀerent implementations. In average approximately 150 s were needed to detect and report oﬃce searching. The standard deviations vary slightly between 40
and 50 s. Detection latencies longer than 2 minutes seem rather long. However,
this value depends on the duration of the monitoring period. The application of
shorter monitoring periods could be evaluated. The monitoring period cannot
be reduced arbitrarily due to the involved communication increase, though. The
minimal reporting delay achievable is further restricted by the minimum amount
of time required to identify abnormal behavior. We assume that reporting latencies of around 90 seconds might be achievable.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper a wireless sensor network for building monitoring has been proposed. The system detects and reports abnormal oﬃce occupancy. In contrast to
conventional video surveillance systems, the system conceals the identity of the
monitored oﬃce staﬀ. Moreover, the deployed system is eﬃcient and lightweight
and produces much less data, decreasing administration and storage cost.
The system implements either a Fuzzy ART neural network or a simple
threshold-based decider on a local level. A binary ART neural network is implemented at the base station. The proposed system with local Fuzzy ART decisions
worked well in all experiments. In particular no false negatives were encountered,
i.e., no cases of oﬃce searching were missed by the system. In normal oﬃce occupation with low stress level the threshold-based approach has performed similar
to the Fuzzy ART neural network. Considering high stress levels, the Fuzzy ART
neural network produces considerably fewer false positives than the thresholdbased approach, though. This is due to the local memory maintained by the
Fuzzy ART neural network that provides local recognition and ﬁltering. It has
been shown that communication costs could be cut by 90% with the Fuzzy ARTbased system. The detection delay is currently approximately 2 minutes and 30
s, but could be further decreased by optimizing the monitoring cycles.
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